Sensitivity analysis of an inverse procedure for determination of elastic coefficients for strong anisotropy.
The elastic coefficients of anisotropic solids are often evaluated from measurements of phase or group velocities of ultrasonic bulk waves by the usage of inverse optimizing procedures. This paper discusses the effects of various factors on such procedures results for transversely isotropic solids with considerably strong anisotropy. First, the inverse determination of all elastic coefficients of unidirectional CFRP composite is briefly outlined. Then the results of the optimization are treated as exact values and the sensitivity of the optimizing process versus main considered sources of inaccuracies is analyzed. Results of extensive simulations are presented to illustrate the effect of input data distortion, input data incompleteness, and geometrical conversion from experimentally obtained group velocities into corresponding phase velocities used as input data for the optimizing procedure. The paper takes note of how information about the elastic coefficients can be extracted from the different segments of the phase velocity surface. The stability versus input data distortion for inversion from group velocities and phase velocities is compared and the importance of reliable geometrical converting from group into phase velocities is illustrated. An novel method for geometrical conversion of distorted group velocity data into corresponding phase velocities based on affine combinations of low-order polynomials is presented and compared with piecewise or high-order polynomial fitting.